How to Solve your Biggest Challenges
with Constituent Communications

This guide is for U.S. House and Senate Office Staff, such as the Chief of Staff,
Communications Director, Legislative Correspondent, or Caseworkers, who are
looking to improve their constituent engagement, increase their audience reach,
and reduce their backlog. This white paper will discuss digital conversion, and how
processes developed for the postal age need to be updated to streamline regular
constituent conversation and open time for in-depth conversations that help
develop policy.

What to find in here:
● Why is constituent communication failing in 2020?
● The Future of Constituent Engagement.
● What does constituent engagement mean for the U.S. House and Senate?
● The biggest challenges with constituent communication and how to solve them.
● The Dos and Don'ts of constituent communication.
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Why Is Constituent
Communication And
Engagement Failing In
2020?
Because of Covid-19, traditional methods
of communication, such as town halls
and in-person communication, are no
longer available. Some offices have been
more successful than others in pivoting
to electronic communications. The ones
that are more successful have put the
tools in place to manage the high volume
of incoming constituent communication.
However, a number have failed to adopt
new systems for collaboration due to
lack of comfort with technology, fear of
risk, and cost (figure 1). Yet, this lack of
adoption has left their constituents in the
dark during this critical time.

We all understand that the processes developed for an in-person consultation,
postal, phone, and other traditional communications do not lend themselves to email
campaigns, twitter feeds, and the Facebook pages of today. Offices report that
they lose constituent communications “in the database”, find themselves manually
replying to the same form email over and over, and generally spending up to 50% of
their staff time trying to respond to constituents, while the backlog builds and builds.
This creates a two-way challenge where both constituents and offices struggle to
communicate due to poor engagement. However, there is a more positive vision for
constituent engagement on the horizon.
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The Future Of Constituent
Engagement
For Federal elected offices, constituent communication is one of the main assets in gauging the office’s
effectiveness and political success. Having the right information communicated to the right people in
a personalized and impactful way is key for successful communication with constituents. The Covid-19
pandemic has been a disruptor, changing the ways staff and members communicate with constituents
and each other. Offices have needed to shift away from in-person communication to electronic
communication through email, text, online video conferencing and town halls, and social media
platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and the like. This has been a positive change for many offices
(figure 2), allowing increased engagement with constituents.

The long-term benefits of Federal offices switching to online communication, in light of Covid-19,
are significant, and federal offices are planning to continue them (figure 3). Historically, only a
small fraction of constituents could afford to travel to see elected officials and take part in town
halls. Now, technology has reduced the barrier to entry, allowing a wider segment of constituents
to participate. It also has increased the time available for the elected official to communicate
with their constituents, because logistics have been simplified. No longer is there a need for an
advanced team to work out security and location. No longer is there a need to factor in travel
time or limits to participants for a town hall. Participation will be remote, allowing more direct
interactions with a wider variety of constituents.
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This is potentially a watershed event of policy-making based on constituent partners
rather than business lobbyists. With the correct approach and technological support,
representatives will be able to communicate with their 700,000 constituents in an
inclusive way. This is the future of Constituent engagement: 24h/day access where
constituents have the opportunity to be a significant part of policymaking and
success for their Federal Representative.
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What Does Constituent
Engagement Mean
For The U.S. House and
Senate?
Constituent engagement is an open well of opportunity to develop policy, hear
compelling stories, and build consensus. However, it is also a resource pit, where
poorly developed Constituent Management Systems (CMS) or Constituent Services
Systems (CSS) turn communication into data points. These applications can absorb
resources without providing useful input to the elected official. This is an issue of
organization and prioritization that each office needs to address.
There is a direct correlation between those offices that have meaningful constituent
engagement and those that have local support. Constituents that have high levels
of engagement effectively support their elected members in re-election and
in new positions. In a number of highly public bills (such as SOPA), constituent
communication caused policymakers to rethink or reverse their stance. This is
evidence of democracy working as it was intended.
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How to Solve your Biggest
Challenges with Constituent
Communications
Unfortunately, Email and auto-filled form
campaigns have made the amount of electronic
communication hitting offices expand a
thousandfold. It is nearly impossible for any office
to manually sort and respond to every electronic
communication they are receiving, much less read
and derive constituents' sentiment. No response
or acknowledgment makes constituents feel
frustrated, unheard, and disenfranchised.
Offices need to provide responses, yet most feel
that the engagement from constituents lacks
actionable information that is needed. One of the
common challenges is the lack of civic knowledge
on the part of the constituent. In many cases,
constituents are unfamiliar with what a federal,
state or local elected officials can do to help
with particular issues and will request help from
the wrong office. In these cases, offices need
strategies to take this into account and educate
their constituents on the proper steps in a way
that addresses their problem while improving
their relationship and engagement. This can
be a challenging problem, as constituents may
have been struggling for some time and do not
understand that Federal officers have limited
roles in solving local issues. Proactively building
a network at the local and state level is helpful in
finding who might help solve the constituent’s
concerns.
Building on this challenge is the struggle with
current CMS & CSS, which are only focused on
incoming workflows, working more like a support
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ticketing system than a relationship manager. This makes it difficult for offices to build relationships,
or educate and engage constituents. They fail in creating the opportunity to communicate back with
the constituent in the future, using their interests to engage with them.
Offices know that this is a problem, but fear of change and low perceived value holds offices back
from improving the situation. Communications staff are generally the newest members of the office,
have high turnover and little authority. The Director of Public Technology Institute, Dr. Alan Shark
stated that “oftentimes the biggest obstacles to technological innovation in government are not
technical computer bugs and glitches, but the less clear-cut challenges of opening hearts, minds,
and wallets” based on his interviews with government innovators. This is a challenge that every
organization has to face in prioritizing constituent engagement.
So, how do offices change the perceived value of constituent communication? According to the
Congressional Management Foundation seeking high-quality communication, not just reactions
to mass mailings significantly increases the value. Using technology, such as AI, can help sort
through and detect auto-filled emails and non-constituent emails so that they can be responded to
automatically, and pull them out of staff workloads. This allows the office more staff time to ensure
that each and every constituent receives a personalized response based on their topic of interest.
Technology can also be used to identify those emails that have a frequently answered question so
that those too can be rapidly responded to. This is one of the key ways of improving the quality of
the communication, sorting out those communications that are auto-filled and low engagement
for auto-response, allowing staff to focus more time on responding to those who engage with clear
input into policymaking.
This change allows staff to focus on communications that are unique, allowing them the time to
develop relationships. Staff can spend more time understanding constituents’ issues, envisioning
each of their interactions and demographics holistically. This can give offices the ability to identify
and resolve issues proactively, earning kudos from constituents.
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The Dos And Don’ts Of
Constituent Communication
1

Do: Find New, Innovative Ways
of Communicating
Use online townhalls vs. traditional or phone townhalls. CMF
polling shows that they have a higher likelihood of constituent
engagement especially when they have five key elements:
diverse participation; balanced, factual reading material for
participants; single topic focus; neutral, third-party hose; and
live member participation.

2

Do: Seek High-Quality
Engagement
Be proactive in building relationships with constituents and
address them individually to understand their feelings on
policy issues. High-quality engagement allows constituents
to feel like they’re being heard and understood.

3

Do: Target Communications
Use your constituent database to segment constituents by
interest, geographic location, and other metrics. You will want
to be able to categorize constituents in multiple ways to ensure
that the right messages are reaching the right people.
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4

Do: Personalize Communications
In addition to targeting different messages to different segments of
constituents, you can increase engagement by personalizing each
individual communication. Simply add the recipient’s name in an
email subject line increases open rates by more than 25%. Use your
database of past interactions to allow you to personalize the message
further and foster closer relationships.

5

Do: Automate Responses And
Repetitive Processes
Staff resources are always limited. Free up staff time by using autotagging software that can segment emails and auto-respond using
pre-approved messages most of the time.
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Don’t: Rely On Phone Logs To
Identify Constituent Interest Levels.
Calling offices by non-constituents (astroturfing) is a common tactic in
making elected officials believe there is a groundswell of interest. Use
constituent databases to identify which callers are constituents are
which are not.
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Don’t: Rely On Twitter And Social
Media For Most Communication.
While effective for broadcasting a message, it lacks the ability to
target constituents for one on one communication and tends to not
promote thoughtful issue engagement. Use multiple communication
lanes to be able to engage with constituents.
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For elected offices, constituent communication can be crucial in solving issues and gaining
success. Covid-19 has changed the ways offices and constituents communicate with each
other. One of the common opportunities in implementing technology and processes that help
them be successful in this area, rather than deluged by the mass of communications. Following
this guide can help you identify the areas where you can most improve.
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How iConstituent can help take
Constituent Engagement to
the next level
iConstituent envisions voters engaging
with their representatives 1:1 seamlessly
in real-time. Staff spending less time on
manual tasks and more time on engaging and
solving constituent problems while creating
meaningful relationships with citizens.
By managing the constituent relationship
holistically in one platform, government
offices are more effective and transparent.
iConstituent offers Federal offices the
Constituent Engagement Platform which
is specifically designed for government
offices that value engaging with citizens in
an effective and impactful manner. It is a
single platform where you can easily connect,
manage internal and external communications,
collaborate on casework, and proactively reach
constituents.
Built by former Hill staff to redefine
constituent services, it enables staff to work
more efficiently, using automation, deep
databases, and clear dashboards to create a
focus on impactful one to one personalized
engagement. We believe that this meaningful
communication can increase constituent
happiness and ultimately bring people and
government closer together.
www.iconstituent.com
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